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Before the Freemasons became Jewish Freemasons, and started studying kabbalistic
nonsense, and serving the jewish plan for world domination for shekels, wealth and so called
'power' (That granted to them by the jews so they can enslave people...) Freemasonry was
different.
Masonry as a term signifies a builder. Masonry was essentially a movement of spiritual people
who helped construct a better society and a better world. These people were supposed to enter
a spiritual system and start advancing themselves, with the higher objective of becoming not
first and foremost 'influential' people or celebrities, but people who did something for their
community and the world. The point of the Freemason was to advance society, and promote
great works of society, in all its levels.
If we removed the name "Freemason" from this since it has to do with stigma, we just have to
do with spiritually initiated people who took on social objectives. One the first grades we had
smaller objectives, almost superficial, which were to be done by people who said they wanted to
be initiated. As the individual matured and became more spiritually advanced and proficient in
life, they would take greater and greater tasks in accordance to their potential.
From the 1st to the 33rd level in Freemasonry with the increasing of the levels, the life of the
initiate would also improve insofar they improved the world, with the final objective of becoming
a Master Mason which was the 33rd degree, which of course had knowledge, influence,
material riches, but also, a long chain of social objectives, social help, and social uplifting
provided by the said person. Freemasonry seldom had to do with a financial ladder, or finances.
Originally, Masons were required to build temples, and the building of the temple is symbolic not
only of spiritual knowledge and the Magnum Opus, but the building of the Pagan temples, which
were megastructures to help civilization uplift itself and advance spiritually by applied spiritual
geometric patterns. As such Freemasonry had two symbols, the eye (the imagination) and the
measuring tools, which were the means to manifest the divine proportions in the world, so that
people could partake in the spiritual practices.
Of course to the spiritually ignorant and all the vile individuals, the position of a Freemason was
a good aim. What these people perceived was people with influence, money, and so called
'knowledge', which motivated said individuals to want to become like these people. This typically
created not only infiltration and corruption of freemasonry, but since the jews did this, it turned
freemasonry into a literal mafia.
Originally, Freemasonry, in the earlier levels, was essentially just a reverberation of Pagan
ideals in an applied social form, especially around the time of the Renascence. Satanic
Freemasons and other people from the (at these years) Satanic version of the Illuminati, not
only overthrew jewish rule, but they created a full revolution of ideals with which thankfully we
have advanced past the dark ages. This effect was staged internationally, and many people
may dislike this, but the enemy has had the whole of the civilized world under a grip of darkness
of these days, and when situations like these happen, Satanic people unite to bring the world
back to light.

Naturally the enemy started to detest Freemasonry and Freemasons for this purpose. And what
they did was infiltrate Freemasonry, and bring it down from within by a steady injection of jewish
ideals. This is why in present day Freemasonry we have a literal paranoiac confusion of ideals.
On one hand, there are Pagan elements, even Pagan Gods in Freemasonry, an empty husk of
Pagan philosophy that is, and as people climb, they are instructed more and more into jewish
methods, until on the 33rd level, they become a full jewish footsoldier and creep.
Freemasonry went from Voltaire to toilet poo praising jews, child trafficking rings, and worthless
people who shit in front of a cross to glorify Jah Bul On and his "Savior Son" Jesus Christ, and
the "Messianic Plan" of a multicultural melting pot as their old skin melts. This is what you get
when jews invade and corrupt any spiritual construction, same as any other form of
organization.
Then people say why we do not accept 1 jew in this place, and why it's part of our literal faith to
chase the ancient corrosive element of jews away. Has history taught anything to these idiots?
The face of Freemasonry was corrupted into a jewish visage. Social help was replaced by giving
money to random people in the pretext of usury in regards to whom the Jew World Order wants
to feed and use, to money launder, sexual union became rape of minors, union with 'god'
became worshiping a jewish thoughform of Yah Bul On, and generally all the spiritual info was
desecrated until the Illuminati and all the related organizations became jewish feces and
excrement that do nothing but act as pawns to the jewish world order.
"Spiritual Illumination" became understanding that killing your own country is the source of all
enlightenment, and opening the doors to foreign invaders to rape innocent peoples is a very
spiritual thing - after all, it serves the chosen people whom the "Freemasons" are today. Where
the Ancient Freemason took the power of the church down, he now is the great (((financier)))
and the great footsoldier, all in (((good spirits))) for their new sought Jewish World Order.
As to why Hitler destroyed (((Freemasonry))):
viewtopic.php?f=24&t=3237&p=18741&hilit=Hitler+freemasonry#p18410
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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